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“House Rules” and “Regulations”, contrived by some bright heads in Detroit (was) 

 supposed to be implemented all over the world, 

 no matter if it was white, black, yellow or brown people 

 who worked for the mighty man, everything had to be standardized. 

From a Danish union magazine, 19281 

In the 1920’s there was an immense interest in the “mighty man” Henry Ford in Europe. Not only the 

practice of production as developed in Detroit, but also the principles and ideas expressed by Ford was 

studied with positive interest from Berlin to Moscow.2 From 1919 onwards, Denmark and Danish industrial 

workers receive first hands experience in the matter, as Ford Motor Company A/S was established in 

Copenhagen. This was only the second Ford assembly plant in Europe and the first one on the mainland. 

The aim of the plant was to supply the whole of Scandinavia and the countries around the Baltic Sea with 

model T Ford cars.  

At first production took place in rented facilities in the north of Copenhagen, but as sales expanded rapidly 

it was decided to build a completely new factory. The factory, designed by renowned industrial architect 

Albert Kahn, was inaugurated in 1924, and was at the time the second largest Ford facility outside North 

America and the most modern car plant in northern Europe, according to Ford News.3 

The Copenhagen factory was also a bridgehead for Fords European expansion, most notably into Germany. 

And it proved profitable throughout the interwar period, despite periods of general economic recession. 

During the German occupation 1940-45 the factory was allowed to carry on independently, even though 

car production was at a minimum.  

The immediate after war years were marked by lack of imported parts and heavy restrictions on car sales, 

but from the mid 1950’s the general economy improved and car consumption boomed. However, as Ford 

decided to concentrate on the larger facilities of Dagenham, England, and Cologne, Germany, production 

declined in Copenhagen, and in 1966 the plant was finally closed down. 

Employment at the factory fluctuated in parallel to economic conditions, but was typically around 6-700 

blue collar and 100 white collar workers.4 Assembly was based on parts imported by ship from first Detroit, 

later mainly from Dagenham and Cologne. Production principles and technology closely resembled that 

developed by Ford in Detroit, including a high degree of division of labour, intensive use of special purpose 

tools and machinery and off course the assembly line.5 

                                                           
1
 Jærn- og Metalarbejderen, no. 4, 1928. 

2
 Maier, In Search of Stability: Explorations in Historical Political Economy , 46ff. Hughes, American Genesis: A Century of Invention 

and Technological Enthusiasm, 1870-1970 , 249ff. 
3
 Ford News, 15.9. 1924 & 1.1 1925. 

4
 Thalbitzer, Ford Motor Company A/s Gennem 25 Aar, 22. Sørensen et al., “Ford Denmark and the Scandinavian Market: From 

Regional Export Base to Periphery,” 288, 297 & 299.  
5
 Photo documentation of production ca. 1925 in NM: Photo NTVK. Description of facilities in RA: SKAFOR 2709 (first factory) an 

SKAFOR 8018 (second factory). 
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Figure 1: Ford Motor Company’s assembly plant in the Copenhagen South Port, ca. 1924. Drawing by Franz Šedivý 

But there were important differences in the social and political context between Detroit and Denmark, 

which meant that especially industrial relations at the Copenhagen factory differed quite significantly from 

Fords American plants, such as the famous River Rouge in Detroit. Some of these differences will be 

described in more detail below, but generally the labour movement, in the form of labour unions as well as 

politically, was much stronger in Denmark. 

An established, national framework for industrial relations, based on collective bargaining between unions 

and employers, had existed since 1899. In larger cities, such as Copenhagen, union membership was almost 

100% among male industrial workers.6 And contrary to Detroit, where any union activity was fiercely 

repressed until 1941, when Ford finally entered into an agreement with United Automobile Workers, the 

Copenhagen plant was unionized from its beginning. The large majority of the unions at Ford were 

ideologically orientated towards the Social Democratic party, which played a hegemonic political role in the 

labour movement, but at least one union had communist leadership for a period.  

Agreements were negotiated until 1927, when the Danish management of the plant was ordered from 

above, against its own judgement, to cancel any collective bargaining. But within a few years collective 

bargaining was de facto re-established, even if in an informal way, and agreements were again negotiated, 

but renamed “memorandums” in order not to provoke Detroit.7 

                                                           
6
 Knudsen, Dansk Fagbevægelses Historie Frem Til 1950: Fra Arbejdets Perspektiv, 505 & 609. 

7
 ABA: SSMF, correspondence, box 60, file 4583. 
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Identity and labour 
In a previously published article, I have written about industrial relations at Ford Motor Company A/S in 

more detail.8 The subject is also in the centre of a manuscript I am presently working on, which will tell the 

complete story of the Copenhagen Ford factory, as an empirical example of how Fordism was transferred 

to Europe and partly transformed in the process. Hopefully, the manuscript will materialize as a book in a 

not too distant future.  

Meanwhile, I have decided to use this opportunity to focus specifically on a theme which flows as an 

undercurrent of daily life at the shop floor, but which is seldom made explicit: that of identity. What has 

prompted me to do this is a number of expressions and episodes revealed in source material, which seems 

to be in one way or another related to the theme of identity.  

Identity, in this context, should be understood as a set of values and beliefs which informs and guide an 

individual or a group. In this case we are dealing with a group, namely the blue collar workers at Ford 

Motor Company A/S, even if they are also internally divided in relation to some aspects of identity, as we 

shall see below. Identity forms a link between the objective circumstances and subjective action. The values 

that make up the identity of an individual or a group might feel durable and self-evident to them, but are 

constantly challenged by experience and therefore subject to change.9  

It is my belief that workers practice – whether it is passive acceptance of or active resistance to working 

conditions, or something in between – cannot be fully understood without taking identity into account. And 

furthermore: the history of any production- or labour regime – in this specific case Fordism – cannot be 

fully understood without taking workers practices into account. Hence the relevance of identity to factory 

and labour history. 

However, studying identity in general, and on the factory level especially, presents a number of challenges. 

I shall return to this at the end of this paper, but for the moment just point to the fact, that identities are 

seldom explicitly expressed. Identities have to be reconstructed by the historian based on values and 

beliefs, which can be deducted from the source material. 

There is one aspect of identity, which often plays a prominent role in labour history, whether im- or 

explicitly, and that is of course that of class. Sometimes in labour history class identity is just taken for 

granted. At other times it is like the proverbial forest: hidden from view by all the trees. In this context we 

shall go just a little bit further, and make the assumption that the almost complete support of socialist 

labour unions can be taken as evidence, that some notion of class was part of the identity of the Ford 

workers. We could of course try to reconstruct this class identity in much more detail from shop floor 

practices, discussions at union meetings, etc., to which there are quite many sources. 

However, instead of elaborating on the obvious – in my claim – I would rather try to enhance it with some 

observations of other aspects of workers identity, which is maybe not as self-evident. Researching blue 

collar working life and industrial relations at Ford Motor Company A/S, at least three other themes related 

to identity stands out from the sources:  skill, masculinity and nationality. 

                                                           
8
 Christensen, “Between Denmark and Detroit: Unionized Labour at Ford Motor Company, Copenhagen, 1919–1939.” 

9
 This understanding of identity is inspired by, if not necessarily identical to the concept of habitus, as used by Pierre Bourdieu. See 

for instance Bourdieu, Outline of a Theory of Practice, 78ff. 
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Being skilled 
A crucial point in the system of production as it evolved at Ford in Detroit, roughly from the beginning of 

the model T production in 1908 and perfected with the introduction of the assembly line in 1913 onwards, 

was the almost complete separation of design and execution in the work process10.  This was the result of 

the continuous effort to mechanize each and any part of the production and the use of single purpose 

machines. In the words of Henry Ford himself: 

While (…) we have skilled mechanics in plenty, they do not produce automobiles—they make it easy for 

others to produce them. Our skilled men are the tool makers, the experimental workmen, the 

machinists, and the pattern makers. They are as good as any men in the world—so good, indeed, that 

they should not be wasted in doing that which the machines they contrive can do better. The rank and 

file of men come to us unskilled; they learn their jobs within a few hours or a few days.11 

Not only Henry Ford but also the technical press had high praise for the company’s highly qualified 

engineers, with their ability to construct specialized tools and to plan the optimal production process12. The 

rest of the workforce, on the other hand, those who operated the machines or manned the assembly line, 

only needed minimal training, and did not receive the same kind of praise. On the contrary: according to 

Henry Ford himself the vast majority of his workers “must be skilled in exactly one operation which the 

most stupid man can learn within two days.”13 

The substitution of skilled labour by unskilled was a general tendency on the industrial labour market in the 

USA in the early 20th century. The rapidly growing mass-producing industries was unable to satisfy the need 

for labour power from the limited number of skilled workers alone, and was looking for ways to tap into the 

much larger resource of unskilled labour power. Ford Motor Company may have been in the forefront, but 

they were not alone. In 1923 a survey of the auto-industry found, that only 9 % of the workers were skilled 

craftsmen, such as machinists, die sinkers, etc., while another 9 % were unskilled, common labourers. The 

great majority consisted of unskilled workers, with a short training for work at either the assembly line (18 

%) or as machine tender (47 %)14.  

While there was a similar tendency in Danish industry it was much less pronounced, and the number of 

skilled workers were still considerable. In 1925, two thirds of all workers in the metal industries were still 

skilled, with several years of apprenticeship.15 The importance of skill was also reinforced by the structure 

and functions of the labour movement. The first labour unions had been formed by skilled workers, mainly 

in the building trades, and later in the metal industries. Traditional craft identities were fused with socialist 

ideology, whereby skill and the ability to “do the job well” had become an important moral argument for 

the labour movement, in demanding the rights of the working class.16 

                                                           
10

 Freyssenet, “Developing Analytical Tools to Identify the ‘Fordian Model’ in Europe,” 49–50. 
11

 Ford, My Life and Work: In Collaboration with Samuel Crowther, 78–79. 
12

 Hughes, American Genesis: A Century of Invention and Technological Enthusiasm, 1870-1970 , 207. Hounshell, From the American 
System to Mass Production 1800-1932 : The Development of Manufacturing Technology in the United States, 260.  
13

 Ford, My Life and Work: In Collaboration with Samuel Crowther, 87. 
14

 Montgomery, Workers’ Control in America: Studies in the History of Work, Technology, and Labor Struggles, 117. 
15

 Christensen, Fabriksarbejdere Og Funktionærer 1870-1972 , 184, tabel 3.5. 
16

 Christensen, Hansen, and Kolstrup, Arbejdernes Historie I Danmark 1800-2000, 94. 
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Contrary to the USA, where the union that finally managed to break the resistance of the employers and 

organise autoworkers from the late 1930’s was the industry-based United Automobile Workers, Danish 

unions were craft-based. One of the strongest and most influential was the Danish Association of Smiths 

and Machinists, Dansk Smede og Maskinarbejder Forbund (DSMF). Symbolically combining the old trade 

and modern industry in its name, this union – and its members – were especially well known for taking 

pride in their skills. In 1919 (tjek) a new Copenhagen local of the DSMF was formed, called the Union of 

Bicycle and Automobile Workers, for organising skilled mechanics in these expanding industries, including 

Ford Motor Company A/S. However, its members would still be referred to by themselves, as well as other 

workers at Ford as “the smiths” or “the craftsmen”, never as just autoworkers.      

Parallel to the skilled workers, unskilled workmen had also started to organise, and had formed the Danish 

Association of Workmen, Dansk Arbejdsmands Forbund (DAF), which grew to become another major, 

national union. As for the other unions, the primary objective of the Workmen’s Association was of course 

to fight for the interest of its members against the employers. But the workmen’s union was also seeking to 

heighten the status of the unskilled workers at the workplaces, where they sometimes experienced a 

condescending attitude from the skilled workers.17  

Henry Ford himself has offered his own description of how the company tried to implement their usual 

American hiring practise, when the Copenhagen plant was established: 

In Copenhagen [...] we met for the first time a labour government which regulated hours, wages, and 

conditions of work, and practically made union regulations a part of the law of the land. We hired 

barbers, preachers, blacksmiths, plumbers, unskilled labourers, and whoever applied, and put them to 

work, side by side, on the machines—as has been our custom everywhere. […]  

Our plant […] could not have served had it been forced into an academic classification.18 

It is correct, that a very diverse group of men was put to work at the new factory. But first of all, it was not 

government legislation but the strength of the unions, which restrained the company in utilising the 

workforce as they saw fit.19 And secondly, while Henry Ford gives the impression that Ford Motor Company 

A/S could and did just ignore these “academic classifications”, that is not correct. 

Right from the opening of the new factory, unions were actively organising the workers. In the beginning, it 

was especially the Workmen’s Union which was active, and which even seems to have organised skilled 

workers, since the actual work done by these could be considered unskilled in the eyes of the union. Not 

surprisingly, the unions organising skilled workers disagreed, and soon a number of workers with special 

qualifications were organised in unions such as the Smiths and Machinists (DSMF), the Coach Painters, The 

Upholstery Workers, the Joiners and the Plumbers. 20 

The Danish management had, by order from Detroit, implemented the classification of jobs – and thereby 

also wages – into skilled, semiskilled and unskilled, which was in use at Fords American plants. But while 

not dissenting this as a general principle, the Danish unions saw it as their right to have codetermination in 

                                                           
17

 Knudsen, Dansk Fagbevægelses Historie Frem Til 1950: Fra Arbejdets Perspektiv, 374ff. 
18

 Ford and Crowther, Today and Tomorrow, 260–61. 
19

 Since the so called ”September compromise” between unions and employers in 1899, regulation of the Danish labour market has 
been based on agreements between those parties, with the state acting mainly in a facilitating role.  
20

 ABA: SSMF, protocols, 07.10. 1919. Letters to Lyngsie 02.02.  & 06.03. 1920  in ABA: SSMF, correspondence, box 60, file 269/F 
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the decision of the precise categorisation – something which was of course unheard of in Detroit at the 

time. But the unions also had different opinions on the matter amongst themselves, and in early 1920 a 

strike broke out, initiated by the skilled workers against what they saw as an attempt by the unskilled 

workmen to take over their jobs. 21  

 

Figure 2: Workers at the assembly line at the Copenhagen Ford plant, ca. 1938.  
Photo from Thalbitzer, Ford Motor Company A/S gennem 25 Aar, 78. 

In order to solve the situation, the unions carried out internal negotiations, which resulted in agreements 

amongst them, such as one between the machinists and the workmen, stipulating that skilled machinists 

should work at the beginning at the assembly line, but unskilled workers would take over at the point 

where the body and the fenders were mounted on the chassis.22 In this process, the management – despite 

the claims of Henry Ford – was in effect side-lined. 

But when the upholsterers decided to continue the strike, after the agreement between the machinists and 

the workmen, the management finally lost its patience, and all workers were given an ultimatum to accept 

the general classification, implemented by Ford, or consider themselves fired. At the same time, skilled 

                                                           
21

 ABA: DM afd. 14, 28.01. 1920. ABA: SSMF, protocols, 03.02. 1920. ABA: Sadelmagernes Fagforening, Protocols of board meetings, 
22.01. & 04.02. 1920. 
22

 Memorandum dated 23.02. 1920 in ABA: SSMF, correspondence, box 60, file 269/F 
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workers were guaranteed a prerogative to certain jobs. Finally the upholsterers went reluctantly back to 

work.23 

Such grievances between unions over whose members had the right to perform certain jobs were not 

uncommon at the time. In fact, the National Federation of Unions, De Samvirkende Fagforbund (DSF), 

which included all the unions at Ford Motor Company A/S among its members, had already set up a 

permanent committee to solve this kind of issues, which therefore rarely ended in open conflict. But the 

production technologies and management principles of Ford seems to have made the issues of skilled vs. 

unskilled more tense, than at most other workplaces. 

The paint shop as battleground 
Following this initial power-struggle between skilled and unskilled, open conflicts became relatively scarce 

for a period. Never the less they were still there, and were still influenced by and reflecting changes in 

production technology. This was most obvious in painting. In the early stages of the auto-industry, painting 

of car bodies had been done by hand, more or less in the same way as horse carriages had been painted. 

Carriage painting was a highly skilled job, carried out by craftsmen. Some new methods, such as so-called 

dip- and flow-painting had partly undermined the need for traditional skills. But the radical change came 

with the introduction of cellulose-based spray paint. While preparatory work, such as filling and sanding, 

still required considerable skill, the actual painting itself could be done by unskilled workers with only little 

training. The painters themselves realised this, as reflected by a statement to the union magazine by the 

head of the painting department at the Technological Institute, which took care of supplementary training 

of skilled workers. According to him, to do spray painting... 

...you do not need a skilled painter; any reasonably intelligent person can learn how to do this in a 

short time. With a few hours of training, an unskilled worker or even a girl can very well learn how to 

spray paint24 

Never the less, the skilled members of the Union of Coach Painters tried eagerly to hold on to any type of 

job in the paint workshops at Ford Motor Company A/S. But the management repeatedly assigned workers 

without formal skills as painters to do painting, just as the custom was in Detroit. The situation culminated 

in early 1927, when workmen, joiners and even office clerks were sent to work at the paint shop. The 

painters Union demanded their removal, in favour of some of their own unemployed members. But 

management refused, with a remark about some of these painters being “utterly useless”. The painters 

reacted immediately to what they saw as scorn by declaring a strike.25 The workmen, on the other hand, 

accused the skilled workers of trying to “monopolise” work in the paint shop. After a few days of strike, the 

painters went back to work without getting their demands fulfilled.26  

The strained relations between skilled and unskilled workers would become an Achilles heel to the unions 

at Ford. In 1922 they had managed to get a written agreement with the local management and recognition 

of the principle of collective bargaining – something that would have been unheard of in Detroit at the 
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 Letter to Brun 13.03. 1920 in ABA: SSMF, correspondence, box 60, file 269/F. ABA: SF, Protocols of board meetings, 03.03., 10.03. 
& 16.03. 1920. 
24

 Larsen, “Har Sprøjteapparaterne Deres Berettigelse I Malerhaandværket?,” 41. This an the following quotations from Danish 
sources has been translated by the author. 
25

 ABA: VF, 06.05. 1927. ABA: SSMF, protocols, 20.04. 1927. 
26

 ABA: VF, 19.07. 1927. ABA: SSMF, correspondence, box 60, file 1519. 
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time. But in 1927, the Copenhagen management was ordered from Detroit to revoke the agreement.27 The 

unions reacted fiercely, but in the end they declined from an open conflict over the issue. One of the 

principal reasons was that the climate between skilled and unskilled was so bad, that each group feared 

that the other would take over their jobs in case of a strike.28 Only the small Upholsterers union, which had 

a communist leadership, went into a strike, which was soon defeated as the other unions remained 

passive.29     

Furthermore, in the early 1930’s, wages at Ford Motor Company was lowered for the first time, since the 

opening of the plant. This prompted the workers to re-establish the joint union club, which had 

disintegrated during the previous years of disagreement. The workers probably took a clue from the hard 

lessons learned, and from then on and until the closure of the plant in 1966, disputes between craftsmen 

and workmen seems to have been rare. 

Being a man 
Unfortunately, there are no records of employment left from the Copenhagen Ford company. But in the 

relatively rich sources on trade union activities we find no traces of any women being employed in 

production at any time. It cannot be ruled out, that women were employed in other functions, such as 

office work, but there are no evidence of that either. It therefore seems safe to assume that Ford Motor 

Company A/S was an almost 100 % male workplace. That the factory culture was predominantly male is 

also confirmed by the leisure activities, which mainly consisted of a sports club, organising football, 

gymnastics and cross-country running.30 

Traditionally, being a male, manual worker in Danish industry in the early 20th century was associated with 

certain values. One of them would be honour, in the sense of the will and ability to stand up for one self. 

There are several incidents recorded at Ford Motor Company, which can be associated with this. For 

example, when management in 1925 made it compulsory, on request from Detroit, for all workers to wear 

a badge with a number visible on their clothes, the workers successfully refused to wear what they called 

“slave signs”.31 

Around the same time, management introduced a regulation banning any consumption of beer and alcohol 

and smoking, for any employee on the premises of the company. In the regulation it was stated, that this 

was “in strict compliance with the principles of Ford Motor Company, such as they are enforced all over the 

world”.32 This was during the years of prohibition in the USA, and Henry Ford himself was known to be in 

favour of temperance. In Denmark, on the contrary, it was an established custom that workers could have a 

beer with their lunch. 

To the workers such regulation was a sign of disrespect. As one worker explained: “...it is a matter of 

principles, pure and simple. We will not be ordered into living under prohibition. That’s all.”33  The matter 

                                                           
27

 BFRC: Møller to Wilkins. 
28

 ABA: SF, Protocol of general assemblies, 17.10. 1928. 
29

 Arbejderbladet, 7 September 1928. 
30

 Ford Nyheder, 2 & 4, 1924, 2 & 4 1925. 
31

 ABA: SSMF, correspondence, box 60, file 1347. Jærn- og Metalarbejderen, no. 4, 1928. 
32

 “Til alle arbejdere”, etc., 31 December 1924, in ABA: SSMF, correspondence, box 60, file 1292. 
33

 Ekstra Bladet, 27.02. 1925. 
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was taken up by the unions, and since no agreement could be reached on the local level, it was brought 

before the national court of arbitration. The court ruled in favour of the workers, and finally a compromise 

was reached, in which no alcoholic beverages would be sold in the company canteen, but the workers was 

allowed to bring a beer themselves for lunch.34  

The unions did not only take up such matters to defend the honour of the workers. Workshop regulations 

had been an issue since the 1890’s, when unions first started to effectively question the employers’ right to 

dictate such regulations as they saw fit. In 1903 the union of machinists together with their counterparts, 

the Association of Employers in Metal Industries, had agreed upon a set of “Common Workshop Rules”, 

which was gradually to become a standard throughout the industry35. In other words: when the 

management at Ford unilaterally dictated a ban on alcohol, they did not only go against the workers 

individual sense of honour, but also their collective understanding of proper relations between workers and 

employers. 

While the above are examples of a male identity at the work place, which was intertwined with and 

reinforcing union policies, the opposite could also be the case. An example of this is the ideal of endurance 

and the ability to meet any challenge, which was also part of male worker identity. For instance among 

painters, whose working conditions was negatively affected by the new types of synthetic paint and 

thinners, introduced in the inter-war period. In the late 1930’s a large scale medical examination was 

carried out of a number of car-painters. As the exact workplace of the participants were undisclosed, we 

cannot know if any of them were from Ford, but it is most likely. In any case, the specific work procedures 

described are similar to those employed at Ford Motor Company A/S. This clinical description of one of the 

painters is typical:   

…daily he produces by coughing a good deal of strongly coloured mucopurulent lumps. He further 

complains of dryness of the mucous membranes of the nose and throat, excessive crust-formation in 

the nose and usually a dry cough, especially when the spraying work is rather intensive (…). Frequent 

attacks of dizziness under intensive spraying work, but it subsides rapidly when he goes out in the 

open. Sometimes also a sensation reminding of alcoholic intoxication, feeling at first animated and 

then drowsy. (…) He always feels very sleepy, and often he falls asleep in the evening immediately after 

supper. He is always very tired, but he hesitates to admit that he is irritable—something his 

surroundings have noticed.36 

It was a widespread notion among the workers that the best cure for these symptoms was to drink large 

amounts of milk. But research indicated that while milk might make the symptoms less annoying, it had no 

real prophylactic effect. Instead measures such as ventilation of the work places, individual protective gear 

and regulation by legislation of the substances used were recommended.37   

                                                           
34

 BFRC: Carlson to Wilkins, part 2. Den faste Voldgiftsrets Kendelser, case no. 834, 1925. 
35

 Christensen, Smedesvend Og Friherre: Maskinarbejde Og Arbejdskultur I København 1889-1914 , 82–83. Knudsen, Dansk 
Fagbevægelses Historie Frem Til 1950: Fra Arbejdets Perspektiv, 312–14 & 352.  
36

 Jakobsen, Spray Painting Hazards: A Clinical and Experimental Hæmatological Study with Special Reference to Changes in the 
Differential Blood Cell Count, 84–85. 
37

 Ibid. 359ff. 
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Figure 3: Spray painting at the Copenhagen Ford plant. Photo from Ford-Nyt no. 2, 1931. 

The coach painters union, which had supported and partly financed the above mentioned research, was 

working along the same lines. But never the less, the notion that with a glass of milk you would get by, 

seems to have prevailed at the shop floor level, despite several articles on the matter in the union 

magazine. When the request for free milk at the canteen is brought up again at a union meeting as late as 

1957, the chairman bursts out in frustration: 

….the thing with the milk for health has no value anymore; this point of view is 27 years of age. (…) All 

there is to do is to use the masks that (…) has been provided by the company for those doing spray 

painting, but they were never using them.38 

This is a sign of the male work culture prevailing in the post WWII period. Another one is the suggestion 

from the leading shop steward to the management in 1947, that there should be a picnic arranged for all 

blue- and white-collar workers together. The managing director concurs, adding that he would like it to be 

a men’s day out. However, from the minutes of a later meeting of the factory cooperation committee we 

learn that the picnic was “not carried out in a completely satisfactory way” due to some “unhappy 

episodes”. No further details are given, but we might imagine how the day out became a little too manly.39  

                                                           
38

 ABA: Vognmalernes Klub, 23.10. 1957. 
39

 ABA: VK, 24.01.1947 & 25.03.1948. 
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Being Danish 
In the late 1930's, Antonio Gramsci in his Prison Notebooks pointed out the “rational” way of producing and 

living in the USA, based on its modern industry, and foresaw that Fordism could become a source of 

capitalist modernisation in Europe too, breaking up the “leaden burden” of obsolete traditions and 

unproductive social classes on the old continent.40  

And as shown by Mary Nolan, some German labour unions, in particular the Union of Metal Workers (DMV) 

took a great deal of positive interest in Henry Ford and his ideas during the 1920s. In the German Social 

Democratic labour movement, Amerikanismus or Fordismus was generally seen as a source of inspiration 

for rebuilding German industry. In the words of Nolan, there was an “infatuation” with Fordism in 

Germany.41 

Not so in Denmark. In 1920 a book was published, written by a Danish social democrat, partly based on his 

own experience living as an industrial worker in the USA. Its title was Amerikanske Tilstande: En Rapport Til 

Unge Nordboere (American Ways: A Report to young People in the Nordic Countries). While acknowledging 

Americas economic potential, the author found very little inspiration from its social and political life, and he 

did certainly not find USA modern in this aspect – on the contrary: 

From a social point of view, America is not a ”land of the future”. Its relative economic immaturity 

leads to political habits, social ideals and concepts, and an intellectual life or “consciousness” which in 

many ways may appear old fashioned to us.42 

The notion of the USA as being economically strong, but culturally and socially “immature” was prevalent 

among Danish social democrats, but also in wider circles. Never the less, the new Ford plant became an 

object of public interest and even admiration, already from its start. Not long after the first car had rolled of 

the assembly line in October 1919, the plant was visited by Politiken, a social-liberal newspaper with a 

large, national circulation. Under the headline “America in Copenhagen”, the paper wrote that even if the 

Copenhagen factory was modest compared to Fords facilities in Detroit, it was never the less worthy of 

attention since the American principles of production was now put to use in Denmark43.  

The newspaper Social-Demokraten, the main paper of the labour movement, also expressed admiration for 

the new plant. Readers were informed about the use of US-made specialized machinery that “carries out 

the work at exceptional speed and with great ease, in a fraction of the time needed at other places”.44 

Politiken supplemented by foreseeing that both employers and workers in Denmark would learn a lot from 

these novel methods of production.45 And when the new and much larger Ford plant was officially opened 

in November 1924, the newly elected social democratic prime minister took part and praised the company 

for bringing new jobs and modern industry to Denmark.46 

 

This should not, however, be misunderstood as a general endorsement of Fordism as such. It was first of 
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foremost based on a pragmatic view: Denmark needed industrial workplaces, and Ford could contribute to 

that. But during the 1920’s, this positive hope was still paired with a profound scepticism towards the 

labour relations and methods of management associated with Ford.  

In 1927, an article in the magazine of the Metal Workers’ Union claimed that workers in Ford’s American 

factories “must degrade themselves to the status of slaves”, and were “overheated and dirty from Monday 

morning to Friday night”. The high wages were dismissed as “syrup for catching flies”. And “any reflections 

on the work are considered superfluous and reduced to almost nothing”.47 

Six months later, a new article dealt more specifically with the Copenhagen Ford plant. The “Ford System”, 

an “invention from Detroit”, meant that: 

Rationalization and economy were put in the driver’s seat; work was brought to the man by the 

conveyor belt, and he only had to stand ready at his specific place [...] Moreover, the labourer simply 

had to speed up as much as possible.48 

Looking back on the experiences with Ford Motor Company as a workplace since 1919, the journal 

acknowledged the high wages being paid, but at the same time noted what was the negative aspects of the 

“Ford system”: the increased pace of work and – with reference to some of the examples already 

mentioned above – the grievances arising from  

“House Rules” and “Regulations”, contrived by some bright heads in Detroit and supposed to be 

implemented all over the world, no matter if it was white, black, yellow or brown people who worked 

for the mighty man, everything had to be standardized.49 

The journal also found it appropriate to remind Ford, that “the Danish worker is independent and skilled at 

his work, and should not be treated as a Hottentot or a savage Negro”. In other words, the aforementioned 

issues of skill and honour was mixed up with and enhanced by nationality – and a drop of racial prejudice.  

The framing of Fordism by the union press as being non-Danish, and in conflict with the values and 

identities of Danish workers, might be a tightening of the argument for propagandistic reasons. But it 

follows from some of the actual conflicts described above, and there are no reasons to believe that it is not 

overall representative of the feelings of the rank and file. 

However, from the late 1920 industrial modernisation moved to the centre of the social democratic 

political agenda. And with the crisis of the early 1930’s, job creation and security became absolute top 

priority for politicians as well as shop floor workers. In these changing circumstances, unions started to 

point to the Danish Ford company as a model for other employers: not only did Ford secure jobs by 

employing modern and competitive production methods; they also maintained relatively high wages at a 

time, when domestic employers argued for lower wages as a way out of the crisis.50 
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Global politics on the shop floor 
In the aftermath of WWII a major shift takes place in social democratic – and Danish – relations to the USA. 

Denmark was part of the Marshall plan from 1948 and one of the founding members of NATO in 1949. 

While principally arguing for a “third way” between capitalism and communism, the social democrats made 

it perfectly clear that in the cold war they sided with the USA.51  

The labour movement and especially trade unions were an important ideological fighting ground, as 

America sought to win and secure Western Europe for its position. Already from late 1945, representatives 

of the American Federation of Labor (AFL) toured several countries in Europe, including Denmark, in an 

effort to connect to European labour and promote anti-communist views. And in the framework of the 

Marshall plan, Danish union representatives started visiting USA in greater numbers.52  

It is also in this period that we see for the first time, that the Danish Ford company’s American heritage 

leads to explicit, ideological statements. In March 1948 Henry Ford II, grandson of the late Henry Ford and 

president of the Ford Motor Company visited Denmark. He met with various VIP’s and the press, and gave a 

speech at a grand dinner for Danish business leaders. The speech was remarkable in the sense that it 

contained nothing about car production and very little about business, but was devoted to defending 

liberty against the totalitarian “slave state”. The speech was later published as a special issue of the Danish 

company magazine Ford-Nyt.53 

In the eyes of American economic and political decision makers, there was a clear link between mass 

production and the defence of the “free world”. As said by Paul Hoffman, a leading administrator of the 

Marshall Plan: “The real battle today is between the American assembly line and the Communist party 

line”.54 And back in the USA Fords hostility towards organised labour had been replaced by a more 

cooperative attitude, reflecting the general effort of the American leadership to include moderate and anti-

communist labour leaders in a hegemonic block, in support of the nation’s geopolitical interests.55  

How did this affect the attitudes of workers at the Danish Ford plant? There are only few sources which 

reflect this, one of them being the minutes of the meetings of the company committee of cooperation. 

Such committees were set up on all larger industrial enterprises in the late 1940’s, as a result of 

negotiations between the national federation of unions and the employers federation. In the beginning, the 

unions at Ford had high hopes for what could be achieved through this committee. And the hope was at 

least partly grounded in the new spirit of cooperation, emanating from Detroit. The leading shop steward 

refereed to ideas about cooperation and the importance of “the human factor”, promoted by Ford in the 

USA, as “interesting” and “illuminating”.56 

The Danish Communist Party had gained quite a lot of popularity for its role in the resistance during the 

German occupation. At a number of Copenhagen workplaces, communists were elected shop stewards in 

the post war years. But not so at Ford Motor Company A/S, where union activists seems to have continued 
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their social democratic political orientation. We see no signs of any confrontations over cold war issues, 

which indirectly support the conclusion that the workers were generally in line with the new and more 

positive orientation of the labour movement majority towards the USA.  

On the other hand, there a no signs either that the Ford workers identified themselves with cold war 

ideology more than the average Dane, or that they specifically bought into the idea promoted by Henry 

Ford II, Paul Hoffman and others, that as assembly line workers they ought to see themselves as front 

soldiers in a war for freedom. 

In 1955, a representative of UAW and the Congress of Industrial Organizations (CIO) visited Denmark, as 

part of a European tour.57 A meeting was arranged, which included shop stewards from the Danish Ford 

plant. What makes this meeting interesting is that it is the first – and only – recorded example, of direct 

contact between Danish autoworker unions and the UAW. If the Danish Ford workers were specially 

committed to cold war issues, we would have expected some of these to have been discussed at the 

meeting. But this meeting was strictly about union issues, and what primarily interested the Danish Ford 

workers was UAW’s strategy for obtaining better wages and working conditions.58 

The minutes of the meeting are also an indirect reflection of how the hopeful spirit of the immediate post-

war years had already waned away, before the economic realities and managerial practices of the 

company.   

The late 1950’s and early 1960’s are years of expansion for Danish industry and for the general standards of 

living. But Ford Motor Company A/S seems to have lost some of that, which previously made it attractive to 

workers and unions: it is no longer paying wages above average; on the contrary, it is falling behind other 

parts of industry.59 And it is no longer seen as a vehicle of progress and modernisation.  

We no longer find any narratives about “working for the mighty man”; no tales of Ford being special in 

either negative or positive sense. What we find are issues of the same kind that we would expect to find on 

most other industrial workplace at the time. Perhaps with one notable exception: there is a growing 

mistrust among union representatives about the future of the company.60 

The mistrust proved to be justified: In January 1966 the plant was closed down after 47 years of assembling 

Ford cars in Copenhagen. The production facilities were to be taken over by Fords industrial equipment 

division, which promised to reemploy most of the workers from the car production. Thus the history of the 

Danish Ford plant ended not with a bang and not even with a whimper, but with unions looking forward to 

new jobs created in another, more promising line of production. 
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In the absence of a conclusion   
In this paper I have presented an outline of the history of labour and labour relations at Ford Motor 

Company A/S, using identity as the focus point and structuring principle. The issues of skill, masculinity and 

nationality have been investigated, and hopefully the relevance of these issues for the overall 

understanding of workers identity has been demonstrated.  

But at the same time, the paper indirectly demonstrates some of the methodological challenges in dealing 

with identity in history. For instance the problem of documenting durability or change. As mentioned in the 

beginning, identities are seldom explicitly expressed in the sources, but have to be reconstructed, typically 

from evidence of practice. But if one practice can be found in the sources at one point of time but not later, 

does this mean that identity has changed over time – or is it just a change in the character of the sources? 

There are clearly some assumptions made in the above text, which would benefit from further empirical 

evidence. There are also issues such as the internal relationship between the aspects of identity that has 

been presented here, as well as their relation to class identity, which would benefit from further 

investigation.  

With these shortcomings in mind, the paper is open for discussion. 
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